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16 April 2015 
 
 
VIA EMAIL TO: 
 
Trond Asmyr 
Director  
Dressage & Para-Equestrian Dressage 
trond.asmyr@fei.org  
 
 
Dear Trond, 
 
Feedback from NZL re the FEI's Future Dressage paper 
 
1. POPULARITY 

Whilst we understand the desire to make pinnacle Dressage events more attractive to a wider global 
audience, this needs to be carefully balanced against the possibility for a maximum number of nations 
to participate. A commitment from the FEI to engage the maximum number of nations is critical, as this 
is the incentive for athletes from developing nation’s athletes to strive to improve their performance 
knowing there is a clear pathway to these pinnacle events. Only then is it possible to develop an 
increasing number of NF’s to a higher standard globally and increase the global popularity. Much of the 
current drive around popularity seems to be focused on a relatively small number of athletes who 
participate at international level / pinnacle events. There is little discussion around global 
development.  

 
2. PINNACLE EVENT QUALIFICATION 

From NF NZL perspective, the current system of team qualification for pinnacle events largely 
depends on our best riders being based off shore. This does little to enhance the standard nationally.  
The cost of international travel and quarantine regulations currently renders it virtually prohibitive, 
particularly for the Olympic Games. On that basis, it is not possible for us to support the Qualification 
system for WEG & OG being the same. As an equestrian specific event, we consider WEG should be 
more accessible to a wider demographic.  
 
SUGGESTION:  
Taking into consideration the welfare of the horse as being paramount, complex and expensive 
quarantine regulations for the Oceania group returning horses to their own NF,  the importance of 
maintaining the highest standard possible within home NF’s and the incentive for developing nations 
to run more CDI’s that:  
 

a) Instead of running a special FEI OG qualifying event, that the team (3 riders) and  individual (1 
riders) places (total 4), and remaining individuals (3) be determined by the Olympic Rankings.  

b) That a team ranking be made possible from the Olympic rankings and the above numbers 
could include a team.   

 
3. NF NZL supports Teams of 3 and no additional individuals.  
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4. NF NZL supports 66% MES.  
 
5. NF NZL supports Proposal B Alternative 1 (page 3). 
 
6. NF NZL supports example of OG qualification as per the current Olympic Groups but with the noted 

concern as in (2) above regarding the practicality, and therefore request the consideration of a 
qualification for NF’s in group F & G to be determined by OWR, but still the top placed team from 
Groups F & G to qualify from WEG.  
 

7. NF NZL does not support Pas de Deux/Trois for individual or team medals. However this could be of 
huge popular value as a separate “entertainment” competition at certain events.  
 

8. NF NZL does not support shortening the Grand Prix. Could the time of the test/ competition be 
shortened by dispensing with the collective marks / comments in the technical tests?  These are a 
summary of the total performance?  Is it possible to do an analysis of marks at a range of events to 
determine the actual influence / relevance of the collective marks?  This could possibly remove some of 
the subjectivity which haunts our sport.  
 

9. The stewards must be seen to have clear authority and robust measures around perceived welfare 
issues, particularly in warm up arenas. Riders must be more aware of their responsibilities to protect 
the reputation of their sport.  

	
	
Kind regards, 
 

 

 
Vicki Glynn      Karen Trotter   
Chief Executive      Dressage Chairman 
Equestrian Sports New Zealand    Equestrian Sports New Zealand - Dressage 
vicki@nzequestrian.org.nz     PKMT@xtra.co,nz   


